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Renault Pro+ introduces Renault XTrack and Master 4x4 to
enhance LCV performance in tough conditions

Renault Pro+ introduces new enhanced traction technology engineered to meet the needs of business customers who
operate in tough conditions.

X Track technology for the LCV range provides higher traction performance in particularly challenging conditions. This new,
affordable feature is available across the Kangoo, Trafic and Master ranges.

Renault Master now offers a 4x4 transmission to provide outstanding traction for particularly difficult terrain.

In a move to provide more capability for LCV business customers Renault is launching enhanced technology to help drivers combat the
toughest environments they encounter. When it comes to traction performance, the needs of business customers can vary significantly
depending on the terrain, conditions, type of work and payload..
To cover this broad spectrum of requirements, Renault is offering upgraded traction performance options for its LCV range.

Renault XTrack, enhanced traction solutions

Compared with a standard transmission, XTrack 4x2 technology delivers superior mobility on difficult terrain, in snow and on poor quality
roads.
XTrack 4x2 is an alternative to fourwheel drive when offroad capability is not required. It delivers exceptional performance on poor roads
and in difficult conditions. The option is available on Kangoo, Trafic and Master.

Renault Master 4x4, designed for maximum comfort and safety

Master combines maximum comfort and safety with optimised grip for use in slippery conditions. Drivers of the Renault Master 4x4 can
choose between two modes: 4x2 transmission for normal roads or a 4x4 mode for poor quality roads or offroad use.
In 4x4 mode, the Renault Master 4x4 can be driven on slopes, slippery ground, damp fields, muddy ground, poor roads, etc.
The conversion is available for the van and chassis cab versions of the Master Propulsion (single or twin cabin).

Solutions to simplify the lives of customers

Renault XTrack and Master 4x4 are available as options in the Renault catalogue in all its European markets. These solutions are
provided in association with specialists Poclain Véhicules (XTrack) and Oberaigner Automotive (Master 4x4), with Renault serving as a
onestop shop for all its customers’ needs, from the original purchase to aftersales service.

Renault XTrack and Master 4x4 are available as options in the Renault catalogue in all its European markets. These solutions are
provided in association with specialists Poclain Véhicules (XTrack) and Oberaigner Automotive (Master 4x4), with Renault serving as a
onestop shop for all its customers’ needs, from the original purchase to aftersales service.
These partnerships make it easy for Renault customers to order directly through the company with the Renault Pro+ expert brand and a
single point of contact.
In Europe, Renault Pro+ is the bestselling LCV brand for the 18th consecutive year.

“We are expanding our LCV range with the addition of new, enhanced traction solutions to meet the needs of our business customers.
Having vehicles they can use on any type or road or terrain is a means for them to achieve excellence in their respective fields."
Arnaud Jaeger, Director, heavy vans Programme
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